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Civic & Community Hub 

Covid has impacted the way that residents interact with us and many are continuing to interact 

online.  Residents who do require face to face support are seeing Officers or Partners within 

our Community Hub, this is often as a ‘walk in’ with partners advising clients on the specific 

days they are in the Hub. We do of course still have walk in’s for emergency situations such 

as homelessness.  Footfall for the Community Hub has declined in the last few months and 

we are working with partners on ways to promote and encourage footfall.  Longer term, 

learnings from the Hub will be incorporated into the strategic direction of future Hubs.    

The table below gives a full breakdown of visitors once we re-opened and reasons for 

visits.  Comparison is shown for 2019 and 2020.   In particular, in 2019 we had 949 visits for 

recycling sacks and 700 for sacks in 2020. Outlets are available throughout the district for 

collection of sacks and residents continue to use those which are closer to home and more 

convenient.  

 

 

 



 

 

Digital inclusion  

There is a strong appetite amongst partners and voluntary organisations to adopt a 

collaborative approach to digital inclusion and our role is to facilitate this working group.  The 

group met in January to resume discussions, following the initial meeting last August, it was 

placed on hold due to lack of a Team Manager.  

Clive Emmett from the West Essex Community Action Network (WECAN) described the 

challenge of how to reach those groups who struggle to access digital, kit, data, internet and 

training such as BAME groups and those with mental health issues. 

The groups purpose will be to  

 Connect, collaborate and identify how they can help each other 

 Facilitate access to training, venues, hardware/devices  

 Promote via our communication tools the support available to our residents 

 Enable digitally excluded residents to access the support they need 
 

WECAN have a programme of projects to support the use and uptake of digital 

technology.  There are some great examples of how their projects can support our residents 

and we will be providing the team with nominations for the following. 

 Access to six months Vodafone data for residents in need of data 

 Wristbands for rough sleepers which will send alerts to their care worker if, for example, 
their temperature drops 

 

The working group are meeting on a monthly basis to share updates and continue this work. 


